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Relations between frequency selectivity, temporal fine-structure
processing, and speech reception in impaired hearinga)

Olaf Strelcyk and Torsten Dau
Centre for Applied Hearing Research, Department of Electrical Engineering, Technical University of
Denmark, Building 352, Ørsteds Plads, 2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

�Received 23 August 2008; revised 11 February 2009; accepted 12 February 2009�

Frequency selectivity, temporal fine-structure �TFS� processing, and speech reception were assessed
for six normal-hearing �NH� listeners, ten sensorineurally hearing-impaired �HI� listeners with
similar high-frequency losses, and two listeners with an obscure dysfunction �OD�. TFS processing
was investigated at low frequencies in regions of normal hearing, through measurements of binaural
masked detection, tone lateralization, and monaural frequency modulation �FM� detection.
Lateralization and FM detection thresholds were measured in quiet and in background noise. Speech
reception thresholds were obtained for full-spectrum and lowpass-filtered sentences with different
interferers. Both the HI listeners and the OD listeners showed poorer performance than the NH
listeners in terms of frequency selectivity, TFS processing, and speech reception. While a correlation
was observed between the monaural and binaural TFS-processing deficits in the HI listeners, no
relation was found between TFS processing and frequency selectivity. The effect of noise on TFS
processing was not larger for the HI listeners than for the NH listeners. Finally, TFS-processing
performance was correlated with speech reception in a two-talker background and lateralized noise,
but not in amplitude-modulated noise. The results provide constraints for future models of impaired
auditory signal processing. © 2009 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3097469�

PACS number�s�: 43.71.Ky, 43.66.Sr, 43.66.Nm, 43.66.Pn �BCJM� Pages: 3328–3345
I. INTRODUCTION

Hearing-impaired �HI� people often experience great
difficulty with speech communication when background
noise is present. While audibility has been shown to be the
main determinant of speech reception in quiet, it does not
account to the same degree for speech reception in noise
�e.g., Plomp, 1978; Dreschler and Plomp, 1985; Glasberg
and Moore, 1989�. Consequently, for many HI listeners, the
problem persists even if reduced audibility has been compen-
sated for by hearing aids. Other impairment factors besides
reduced audibility must be involved.

Relations between frequency selectivity and speech re-
ception, particularly in noise, have been reported previously
�e.g., Festen and Plomp, 1983; Dreschler and Plomp, 1985;
Horst, 1987; van Schijndel et al., 2001�. Recently, also the
processing of temporal fine-structure �TFS� information has
received considerable attention with regard to speech recep-
tion �e.g., Tyler et al., 1983; Buss et al., 2004; Lorenzi et al.,
2006; Hopkins et al., 2008�. While envelope cues are suffi-
cient to achieve good speech reception in quiet �e.g., Shan-
non et al., 1995�, TFS cues may be required to ensure good
speech reception in noise �e.g., Nie et al., 2005; Lorenzi and
Moore, 2008�. In particular, it has been suggested that defi-
cits in TFS coding might account for the limited ability of HI
listeners to take advantage of amplitude fluctuations in a
noise background, i.e., to listen in the dips of a fluctuating
interferer �e.g., Qin and Oxenham, 2003; Lorenzi et al.,
2006; Gnansia et al., 2008�. However, the large variability of
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performance that is commonly observed across HI listeners
makes it difficult to compare results across studies. Hence,
only limited conclusions can be drawn about the relations
between the different auditory functions, such as frequency
selectivity and the processing of TFS. Also the relation be-
tween the deficits observed in monaural and binaural TFS
processing remains unclear. Knowledge of these relations
might shed light on the actual mechanisms and sites of the
impairments.

Therefore, in the present study, individual performance
on frequency selectivity, monaural and binaural TFS process-
ing, and speech reception was measured using a common set
of listeners. This is a similar concept to that used in the
studies of Hall et al. �1984� and Gabriel et al. �1992�, who
examined binaural performance in individual HI listeners.
Since the primary objective of the present study was to in-
vestigate impairment factors beyond audibility, ten HI listen-
ers with similar high-frequency hearing losses were selected
to provide a homogeneous group in terms of audibility. In
this way, confounding effects of audibility were minimized
and more direct conclusions could be drawn from a relatively
small number of subjects about possible relations between
the tested auditory functions. On the flip side, however, this
group of HI listeners represents one homogeneous subset of
the overall HI population and therefore one should act with
caution in generalizing the results.

Besides the HI listeners, two further subjects were in-
cluded in the present study. Despite normal audiograms,
these subjects complained about difficulties with speech re-
ception in noisy backgrounds. In literature, different terms

have been used to refer to this phenomenon: auditory disabil-
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ity with normal hearing �King and Stephens, 1992�, obscure
auditory dysfunction �Saunders and Haggard, 1989�, and
King–Kopetzky syndrome �Hinchcliffe, 1992�. For simplic-
ity, in the present study, these subjects are referred to as
having an obscure dysfunction �OD�. In view of the hetero-
geneity of the clinical group of OD patients �e.g., Saunders
and Haggard, 1989; Zhao and Stephens, 2000�, these two
listeners cannot constitute a representative sample and there-
fore should be regarded as cases. The comparison of perfor-
mance between the two OD listeners and the HI listeners
may provide valuable information on the nature of the un-
derlying impairments in both groups.

Speech reception thresholds �SRTs� for full-spectrum
and lowpass-filtered speech were measured in different diotic
and dichotic interferers. The other psychoacoustic tests in
this study were designed to examine basic auditory func-
tions, mainly at a frequency of 750 Hz. Low-frequency in-
formation has been shown to play a dominant role both for
monaural abilities, such as the perception of pitch of com-
plex tones �e.g., Terhardt, 1974; Moore et al., 1985�, and for
binaural abilities such as sound localization �e.g., Wightman
and Kistler, 1992�. Therefore, the frequency of 750 Hz was
chosen to investigate the potential impact of a hearing im-
pairment on auditory processing at low frequencies, even if a
hearing loss in terms of elevated audiometric thresholds was
present only at higher frequencies. As a basic auditory func-
tion, frequency selectivity was estimated via the notched-
noise paradigm in simultaneous masking �e.g., Patterson and
Nimmo-Smith, 1980�.

Throughout the present study, the terms TFS information
and TFS processing refer to the temporal fine structure at the
output of the cochlear filters. This fine structure evokes
phase-locked activity, i.e., synchronized timing of action po-
tentials, in the subsequent stages of neural processing �see
Ruggero, 1992, for a review�. Apart from phase locking, TFS
information may also be coded in terms of a conversion from
frequency modulation to amplitude modulation �FM-to-AM�
on the cochlear filter skirts, as has been suggested for the
detection of high-rate FM �Zwicker, 1956; Moore, 2003�. In
the present study, however, the focus lies on TFS processing
based on phase locking, rather than on the FM-to-AM con-
version mechanism.

Evidence for TFS-processing deficits in HI listeners has
been found in previous studies of monaural as well as bin-
aural auditory functions. In terms of binaural processing,
TFS deficits have been observed in the detection of interaural
time or phase differences via lateralization �e.g., Hawkins
and Wightman, 1980; Häusler et al., 1983; Smoski and Tra-
hiotis, 1986; Gabriel et al., 1992; Koehnke et al., 1995;
Lacher-Fougère and Demany, 2005�. Also studies on binau-
ral masked detection or masking level differences �MLDs�
have reported deficits in HI listeners �e.g., Hall et al., 1984;
Staffel et al., 1990; Gabriel et al., 1992�. In both tasks, lat-
eralization and binaural detection, the interaural phase or
time differences in the stimuli can only be coded in terms of
phase-locking-based TFS processing �see Stern and Trahi-
otis, 1995 and Colburn, 1996�. Apart from these binaural
measures of TFS processing, frequency discrimination of

tones with frequencies of up to 4–5 kHz is thought to be
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determined by a temporal mechanism based on phase lock-
ing �see Moore, 2003�. Hence, deficits observed in the fre-
quency discrimination of steady pure tones �e.g., Turner and
Nelson, 1982; Tyler et al., 1983; Turner, 1987; Freyman and
Nelson, 1991� and in the detection of low-rate FM �e.g.,
Zurek and Formby, 1981; Grant, 1987; Lacher-Fougère and
Demany, 1998; Moore and Skrodzka, 2002; Buss et al.,
2004� have been interpreted to indicate deficits in monaural
TFS processing in HI listeners. This conclusion has been
further supported by studies of frequency discrimination with
harmonic complex tones �e.g., Horst, 1987; Moore et al.,
2006; Hopkins and Moore, 2007�. However, since none of
the above mentioned studies has obtained both monaural and
binaural measures of TFS processing, it remained unclear to
what extent the deficits observed in the binaural tasks were
due to monaural or independent binaural deficits.

Only a few studies have assessed the relation between
TFS deficits and speech reception performance. Tyler et al.
�1983�, Glasberg and Moore �1989�, Noordhoek et al.
�2001�, and Buss et al. �2004� found significant correlations
between frequency discrimination performance and word
recognition in speech-shaped noise �SSN� as well as quiet,
while Horst �1987� did not find such correlations. Lorenzi et
al. �2006� and Hopkins et al. �2008�, using processed speech
stimuli, presented evidence that HI listeners were less able to
make use of the TFS information in speech than normal hear-
ing �NH� listeners. However, in these studies, the potential
contribution of reduced frequency selectivity to the observed
TFS deficits remained unclear. Reduced frequency selectivity
might have affected the processing of TFS information in
several ways �see also Moore, 2008�. For wideband signals,
the outputs of broadened auditory filters would exhibit a
more complex TFS than the outputs of “normal” filters
�Rosen, 1987�. In addition, the signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� in
the presence of a wideband interferer would be smaller in the
case of broadened filters, providing a less favorable input to
the subsequent processing stages. Finally, parts of the pre-
served TFS information in the speech stimuli of Lorenzi et
al. �2006� might have been coded in terms of FM-to-AM
conversion through cochlear filtering �e.g., Zeng et al., 2004;
Gilbert and Lorenzi, 2006�. In such a case, filter broadening
would result in reduced AM depths at the filter output and a
less distinct representation of frequency transitions �e.g.,
downward and upward glides� across adjacent filters. Hence,
the observed deficits in the TFS processing of wideband
stimuli could, in principle, have resulted from reduced fre-
quency selectivity rather than from deficits in subsequent
auditory processing stages.

Therefore, the present study investigated potential defi-
cits in phase-locking-based TFS processing, where possible
effects of frequency selectivity should play a minor role.
Nevertheless, the relation between frequency selectivity and
TFS processing was examined here since both might be af-
fected by a common underlying impairment factor such as
outer hair cell �OHC� damage. The TFS processing was ad-
dressed binaurally through measurements of binaural masked
detection and lateralization of pure tones with ongoing inter-
aural phase differences �IPDs�. As a complementary monau-

ral measure, detection thresholds for low-rate frequency
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modulation �FMDTs� were obtained. The IPD thresholds and
FMDTs were measured in quiet as well as in continuous
noise backgrounds in order to test the robustness of the TFS
processing to interfering noise. Physiological animal studies
�e.g., Rhode et al., 1978; Abbas, 1981; Costalupes, 1985�
have shown that phase locking to tones in the presence of
background noise is generally preserved at SNRs near behav-
ioral detection thresholds but ceases at sufficiently low
SNRs. However, as no comparable studies exist in impaired
hearing, it cannot be excluded that hearing impairment might
potentiate the susceptibility of phase locking to noise distur-
bance.

II. METHODS

A. Listeners

The six NH listeners �three females and three males�
were aged between 21 and 55 years �median: 28� and had

TABLE I. Audiometric information for the ten HI listeners and the two list
by asterisks.

ID Gender Age Ear

Audio

125 250 500 750 100

HI1 F 24 L� 5 �5 0 5 15
R 0 �5 0 5 15

HI2 M 53 L 5 0 5 10 5
R� 5 5 0 10 5

HI3 M 55 L� 0 5 10 15 15
R 0 5 15 15 20

HI4 M 56 L� 5 5 5 5 5
R �5 0 �5 5 5

HI5 M 60 L� 10 5 10 10 5
R 0 0 5 10 5

HI6 M 67 L� 0 5 5 10 10
R 0 5 5 10 5

HI7 M 70 L 5 5 0 10 15
R� 5 10 0 10 15

HI8 F 70 L� 5 5 15 20 20
R 5 5 10 15 20

HI9 M 74 L 20 10 5 10 20
R� 20 15 5 10 10

HI10 F 74 L� 0 10 10 15 20
R 5 5 10 15 15

OD1 F 26 L �5 �5 0 0 0
R� �5 �5 0 0 0

OD2 F 46 L 0 5 5 5 10
R� 0 0 0 5 10

aThresholds differ by more than 10 dB between the ears.
audiometric thresholds better than 20 dB hearing level
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�HL; ISO 389-8, 2004� at all octave frequencies from 125 to
8000 Hz and 750 to 6000 Hz. The ten HI listeners �three
females and seven males� were aged between 24 and 74
years �median: 63�. Detailed audiometric information is
given in Table I. Throughout the study, the HI subjects are
sorted by age and the notation “HIn” is used to refer to the
individual subject with index n. The audiograms were “nor-
mal” up to 1 kHz �thresholds �20 dB HL� and sloping at
higher frequencies to values of up to 70 dB HL. All listeners
had bilaterally symmetric audiograms �within 10 dB, excep-
tions stated in Table I�, to avoid the issue of level balancing
in binaural testing, as discussed in Durlach et al., 1981. The
sensorineural origin of the hearing losses was established by
means of bone-conduction measurements, tympanometry,
and otoscopy. The etiologies stated in Table I were based on
the subjects’ reports. They ranged from hypoxia at birth
�oxygen deficiency� and hereditary losses to noise-induced
losses, either sudden or due to sustained exposure to intense

with OD. The ears that were tested on monaural FM detection are marked

c thresholds �dB HL�

Etiology1500 2000 3000 4000 6000 8000

25 35 60 60 55 60
Hypoxia at birth25 30 55 55 65 70

15 30 45 40 50 55
Unknown20 30 40 45 55 60

10 55 70 55 60 55
Noise induced10 30a 60 65 55 60

25 30 45 45 55 70
Hereditary15 25 50 50 55 65

35 60 60 60 55 60
Noise induced40 50 65 60 60 60

15 30 45 50 50 65
Unknown15 20 45 60 65a 65

10 20 50 65 60 60
Noise induced15 15 55 55 60 65

30 45 60 65 60 60
Unknown35 45 60 60 60 55

40 35 60 60 60 70
Noise induced50 60a 60 60 55 55a

45 55 65 65 60 70
Noise induced35 55 55 60 60 60

0 0 0 0 10 5
None0 0 5 0 5 5

5 5 5 0 10 5
None5 10 0 10 10 5
eners

metri

0

sounds. The remaining two subjects had OD: Despite audio-
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metric thresholds better than 15 dB HL at all test frequencies
�see Table I�, they approached the research center, complain-
ing about difficulties with understanding speech in noisy
backgrounds. Their middle-ear status was normal and they
did not report any history of otitis media or excessive noise
exposure. Auditory brainstem responses were measured for
these two subjects and the HI subject HI10 �since HI10

showed diverging results in the lateralization task�. As the
responses were normal, there was no indication of eighth-
nerve tumors, brainstem lesions, or auditory neuropathy. Ad-
ditionally, all listeners were screened on a binaural pitch
task, testing the ability to hear a Huggins’ pitch C-scale �San-
turette and Dau, 2007�. Santurette and Dau �2007� suggested
that the absence of a binaural pitch percept might indicate
the presence of a severe central auditory deficiency. Since all
listeners in the present study perceived the pitch there was no
indication of such a deficiency.

Each subject completed all tests, with the exception of
one NH listener, for whom SRTs were not measured. The
average testing time was 24 h per listener. All experiments
were approved by the Ethics Committee of Copenhagen
County.

B. Apparatus

All stimuli were generated in MATLAB® and converted
to analog signals using a 24-bit digital-to-analog converter
�RME DIGI96/8�. The sampling rate was 44.1 kHz for the
speech reception measurement, 48 kHz for the masking and
FM experiments, and 96 kHz for the lateralization task. The
stimuli were presented in a double-walled sound-attenuating
booth via Sennheiser HD580 headphones. Calibrations were
done using a B&K 4153 artificial ear and, prior to playing,
128-tap linear-phase FIR equalization filters were applied to
all broadband stimuli, rendering the headphone frequency
response flat.

C. Statistical analyses

To accommodate the repeated-measures design, the sta-
tistical analyses were carried out using linear mixed-effects
models �Laird and Ware, 1982; Pinheiro and Bates, 2000�, as
implemented in S-PLUS®. The between-subject variability
that was not explained in terms of the fixed effect subject
group �or interactions of other fixed effects such as stimulus
condition with subject group� was accounted for in terms of
subject-specific random effects. In addition to analyses of
variance �ANOVAs� and multiple comparisons of the fixed
effects �with simultaneous 95% confidence intervals, either
based on the Dunnett method or Monte Carlo simulations�,
the estimated random effects were extracted. They served as
ranks for the individual listeners’ performance on a given
test, for example, binaural masked detection or lateralization.
In the following, the abbreviations SD and CI will be used

for standard deviation and confidence interval, respectively.
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III. SPEECH RECEPTION

A. Method

SRTs were measured for Danish closed-set Hagerman
sentences �Dantale II, Wagener et al., 2003� in the presence
of different interferers: a stationary SSN with the long-term
spectrum of the Dantale II sentences, a sinusoidally and a
randomly amplitude-modulated noise �SAM and RAM�, a
multitalker and a reversed two-talker background �MULTI-
TALK and TWOTALK�, and a dichotic, lateralized speech-
shaped noise �LATSSN�. Specifically, the SAM noise was
fully sinusoidally amplitude-modulated SSN, with a modula-
tion rate of 8 Hz �cf. Füllgrabe et al., 2006�. The RAM noise
was randomly amplitude-modulated SSN, with the Hilbert
envelope of a 20-Hz-wide noise used as modulator. The
MULTITALK noise was a reversed 20-talker babble �sup-
plied as track 3 on compact disk CD101R3 “Auditory Tests
Revised” by AUDiTEC of St. Louis�. The TWOTALK noise
consisted of running female and male speech, with silent
gaps longer than 250 ms removed, mixed at equal level,
and time-reversed �speech supplied as tracks 8 and 9 on
compact disk CD B&O 101 “Music for Archimedes” by
Bang & Olufsen�. The LATSSN �noise� was SSN, which was
lateralized to one side by means of a constant interaural time
difference of 740 �s. For a given run, either the left or the
right ear was leading, but the SRT was averaged across runs
with lateralization to the left and right. In addition to these
conditions with full-spectrum speech, two conditions with
filtered speech were used, SSNfilt and SAMfilt, in which both
target speech and interferer were lowpass filtered at 1 kHz
�1024-tap FIR lowpass filter designed using the Parks–
McClellan algorithm in MATLAB®�. This was done to test the
processing of speech information in the regions of normal
hearing �as all listeners had normal audiometric thresholds
up to 1 kHz�. The SRTs in all the aforementioned conditions
were measured binaurally with the target speech and inter-
ferer presented diotically, with the exception of the LATSSN
condition, where the interferer was presented dichotically. In
addition, SRTs in the SSN and SAM conditions were mea-
sured monaurally, for comparison with the other monaural
tests of frequency selectivity and FM detection.

The SRT was defined as the SNR leading to 50% correct
identification of the individual words in the Dantale II sen-
tences. The interferer level was kept constant at 65 dB
sound-pressure-level �SPL� while the sentence level was var-
ied adaptively. In each condition, the listeners were trained
on a single run of 20 sentences. Subsequently, the SRT was
estimated as the average over two to three runs, depending
on the condition. A monotonic improvement of threshold in a
sequence of three runs was interpreted as a training effect.
When such an effect occurred, further runs were taken until
stable performance was reached, and the first runs were dis-
carded. This procedure for dealing with training effects was
applied to all the other tests in this study.

B. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the binaural SRTs for the NH �circles�,
the OD �bold numbers�, and the HI listeners �plain numbers�.

The horizontal black bars denote the mean SRTs for the NH
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and HI listeners and the corresponding boxes represent
�1 SD. Considering the first six conditions with full-spec-
trum speech, all listeners showed the lowest SRTs with the
SAM and LATSSN interferers, while the highest SRTs were
obtained with the MULTITALK interferer. The SRTs for the
RAM and TWOTALK conditions lay slightly below those
for the stationary SSN interferer. Performance in the condi-
tions with lowpass-filtered speech �SSNfilt and SAMfilt� was
generally poorer than performance in the corresponding con-
ditions with full-spectrum speech. An ANOVA was per-
formed on the SRTs of the NH and HI listeners. The SRTs
were found to be significantly higher for the HI listeners than
for the NH listeners �F�1,13�=36.1, p�0.0001�. The SRTs
differed significantly across conditions �F�7,91�=238.7,
p�0.0001� and the interaction between listener group and
condition was significant �F�7,91�=20.5, p�0.0001�. Mul-
tiple comparisons revealed that the HI listeners performed
more poorly than the NH listeners for all full-spectrum con-
ditions �p�0.001�. For the two conditions with lowpass-
filtered speech, the HI listeners’ deficits were less pro-
nounced. The deficit was significant for the SAMfilt condition
�p�0.01�, but not for the SSNfilt condition �p�0.05�.
Within the group of HI listeners, no significant correlation
was observed between the SRTs for the filtered speech and
the full-spectrum speech �p�0.05�. Hence, they did not
seem to make equally good use of the low-frequency and
high-frequency information in the speech stimuli. For ex-
ample, listeners HI5 and HI10 performed relatively well in the
filtered-speech task, but poorly in the full-spectrum speech
task.

Previously, Horwitz et al. �2002� measured speech re-
ception performance of HI listeners in regions of normal
hearing, using lowpass-filtered speech in a SSN masker. In
contrast to the present results �SSNfilt condition�, they found
significantly poorer performance for their HI than for their
NH listeners. However, their speech stimuli were presented

FIG. 1. SRTs for the NH listeners �circles�, the two listeners with OD �bo
indicated at the bottom of each panel. The horizontal black bars show the
�1 SD.
at a level of 77 dB SPL, where a substantial spread of exci-
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tation on the basilar membrane would be expected, particu-
larly toward places corresponding to higher characteristic
frequencies. Consequently, they interpreted their finding in
terms of a reduced ability of their HI listeners to encode the
information at places with high characteristic frequencies,
where a hearing loss was present.

In addition to the SRTs, speech masking release was
considered, i.e., the gain in terms of SRT for the SAM,
RAM, TWOTALK, and LATSSN conditions when compared
with the SRT for the stationary, diotic SSN condition. The
group masking release values can be extracted from Fig. 1 as
the differences in SRT between the corresponding condi-
tions. The masking release values were significantly smaller
for the HI listeners than for the NH listeners �F�1,13�
=21.8, p=0.0004�. While the SAM masking release values
for the full-spectrum speech differed strongly between the
NH and HI listeners �by 5.8 dB, p�0.001�, the difference for
the filtered speech just reached significance �1.5 dB,
p=0.05�. The finding of less pronounced deficits with
lowpass-filtered speech may, at least partly, be attributed to
the fact that the HI listeners had normal low-frequency hear-
ing thresholds and that the full-spectrum speech stimuli were
not amplified to fully restore audibility at high frequencies. It
is interesting that the HI listeners did not benefit from high-
frequency information in terms of the SAM masking release:
While the NH listeners showed a significantly larger masking
release with full-spectrum speech �SAM–SSN� than with fil-
tered speech �SAMfilt−SSNfilt� �difference in dB: 4.5 �CI 3.3,
5.7��, the difference was not significant for the HI listeners
�0.2 �CI –0.9, 1.2� dB�.

As mentioned above, higher SRTs were observed in the
MULTITALK masker than in the SSN masker, independent
of listener group. Hence, in addition to the energetic masking
present for the latter, another detrimental masking effect
must have limited speech intelligibility in the case of the
MULTITALK background. This could, for example, have

mbers�, and the HI listeners �plain numbers�. The different conditions are
SRTs for the NH and HI listeners and the corresponding boxes represent
ld nu
mean
been the complex harmonic structure of the background
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babble, which interfered with the use of spectro-temporal
cues in the target speech, such as formant transitions.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the OD listeners showed rather
small deficits in the reception of full-spectrum speech. Con-
sistent with previous reports in literature �e.g., Middelweerd
et al., 1990; Saunders and Haggard, 1992�, they often per-
formed at the lower limit of the NH group. Subject OD1
showed elevated SRTs only in the two filtered-speech condi-
tions. Subject OD2 showed poorer performance than the NH
listeners in all conditions except MULTITALK. Particularly
in the SAM, LATSSN, and both filtered-speech conditions,
her SRTs were increased relative to those for the NH group.
Hence, for these two listeners, a deficit with speech reception
was most apparent for the lowpass-filtered speech. This defi-
cit might reflect a general difficulty understanding speech
that is less redundant than full-spectrum speech. However, it
could also reflect a specific problem with the processing of
low-frequency information.

The monaural SRTs, which were measured only in the
SSN and SAM conditions, closely followed the correspond-
ing binaural results described above �monaural SRTs were,
on average, 1.5 dB higher than binaural SRTs�. The mean
monaural SSN SRT of �8.7 �SD 0.9� dB for the NH listeners
was consistent with the SRT of �8.4 �SD 1.0� dB reported
by Wagener et al. �2003�. Since the monaural results do not
provide any further insights they are not presented in detail.

IV. FREQUENCY SELECTIVITY

A. Method

Auditory-filter shapes at 750 Hz were determined sepa-
rately for each ear using a notched-noise paradigm �cf.
Patterson and Nimmo-Smith, 1980�. Rosen et al. �1998� pre-
sented evidence that auditory-filter shapes are output driven.
Under the assumption of the power-spectrum model �cf.
Patterson and Moore, 1986� that a constant SNR at the out-
put of the auditory filter is required for detection, this is
equivalent to saying that the filter shape is determined by the
level of the target signal rather than the noise masker. There-
fore, here, in order to obtain a faithful filter estimate, the
signal level was kept constant while the masker level was
varied adaptively. The 750-Hz target tones of 440-ms dura-
tion were presented at a fixed level of 50 dB SPL and were
temporally centered in the 550-ms noise maskers. Maskers
and tones were gated with 50-ms raised-cosine ramps. The
noise was generated in the spectral domain as fixed-
amplitude random-phase noise �this holds also for the noises
in all remaining tests�. Five symmetric ��f / f0: 0.0, 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, and 0.4� and two asymmetric notch conditions
��f / f0 : 0.2 �0.4 and 0.4 �0.2� were used, where �f denotes
the spacing between the inner noise edges and the signal
frequency f0. The outside edges of the noise maskers were
fixed at �0.8f0.

A three-interval, three-alternative, forced-choice �3I-
3AFC� weighted up-down method �Kaernbach, 1991� was
applied to track the 75% correct point on the psychometric
function. A run was terminated after 14 reversals. The thresh-
old was defined as the arithmetic mean of all masker levels

following the fourth reversal. Following a training run for
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each notch condition, the threshold was estimated as the av-
erage over three runs. If the SD of these three runs exceeded
1 dB, one or two additional runs were taken and the average
of all was used.

A nonlinear minimization routine was implemented in
MATLAB® to find the best-fitting rounded-exponential filter
in the least-squares sense, assuming that the signal was de-
tected using the filter with the maximum SNR at its output.
Middle-ear filtering was taken into account, using the
middle-ear transfer function supplied by Moore et al. �1997�.
However, the results presented in the following do not de-
pend on this choice. Furthermore, besides the equivalent
rectangular bandwidth �ERB� as a measure of filter tuning,
also the 3-dB and 10-dB bandwidths were considered. How-
ever, because they yielded essentially identical results, for
ease of comparison only the ERB results will be discussed
further.

B. Results and discussion

The roex�p ,r� filter model �Patterson et al., 1982� pro-
vided a good description of the individual notched-noise
threshold data, with a rms fitting error of 0.64 �SD 0.25� dB,
averaged across all subjects.1 Figure 2�a� shows the esti-
mated ERBs for the NH and HI listeners as well as the two
OD listeners. The HI listeners showed, on average, signifi-
cantly higher bandwidths than the NH listeners �F�1,14�
=13.5, p=0.003�, by a factor of 1.2. However, the results
varied considerably across the HI listeners, with four of them
showing bandwidths in both ears within the range of the NH
listeners. In addition to the ERB, significantly shallower
lower and upper filter skirts were observed for the HI listen-
ers than for the NH listeners �lower skirt: F�1,14�

FIG. 2. �a� ERB of the roex�p ,r� filter estimates at 750 Hz for the NH
listeners �circles�, the two listeners with OD �bold numbers�, and the HI
listeners �plain numbers�. For each group, the left and right symbols or
numbers correspond to the left and right ears, respectively. The horizontal
black bars denote group means. �b� Absolute value of the ERB differences
between the ears, divided by the mean ERB for the two ears.
=10.9, p=0.005; upper skirt: F�1,14�=5.6, p=0.03�.
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As can be seen in Fig. 2�a�, abnormal filter bandwidths
were also found for the two OD listeners. While OD1 showed
significantly elevated bandwidths �compared to the NH
group� in both ears, OD2 showed an increased bandwidth
only in the left ear. The difference between the ERB of the
left and right ears �divided by the mean ERB of the two ears�
is depicted in Fig. 2�b�. While this interaural bandwidth
asymmetry did not differ significantly between the NH and
HI listeners, both OD subjects showed larger differences be-
tween the ears than the NH listeners and most of the HI
listeners. Decreased frequency selectivity, as found here, has
been reported previously in the OD literature �e.g., Narula
and Mason, 1988; Saunders and Haggard, 1992�. It is also
consistent with the finding of reduced distortion-product
otoacoustic emission amplitudes �Zhao and Stephens, 2006�,
if these are taken as an indication of OHC integrity.

The mean ERB of 134 �SD 9� Hz for the NH listeners is
larger than the value of 106 Hz predicted by the ERB func-
tion given in Glasberg and Moore, 1990. However, that func-
tion was designed to predict tuning in the presence of a
masker with a constant spectrum level of about 35 dB SPL.
It is known that the auditory-filter bandwidth increases with
increasing �output� level �e.g., Rosen et al., 1998�. Hence,
the larger bandwidths found here may be attributed to the
higher masker levels applied �the average spectrum level
here was 48 dB SPL�. In fact, they are in good agreement
with the bandwidths reported by Moore et al. �1990� who
measured at comparable masker levels.

V. BINAURAL MASKED DETECTION

A. Method

The binaural masked thresholds for 750-Hz tones at
fixed levels of 65 and 35 dB SPL were measured in band-
limited noise �50–1500 Hz�. Three different masking condi-

tions were tested: a diotic tone presented in a diotic noise
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�N0S0�, a diotic tone presented in an uncorrelated noise
�NuS0�, and a tone with an interaural phase shift of 180°
presented in a diotic noise �N0S��. The first two conditions
were measured using both tone levels whereas the last con-
dition was measured only for the lower tone level. The tones
of 500-ms duration were temporally centered in the 700-ms
noise maskers. Maskers and tones were gated with raised-
cosine ramps of 100-ms and 200-ms durations, respectively.

The same 3I-3AFC method as for the frequency selec-
tivity measurement �including threshold estimation� was
used. Also here, the signal level was kept constant while the
masker level was varied adaptively. The final standard error
of the masked threshold estimate, averaged across all listen-
ers and conditions, was 0.4 dB.

B. Results and discussion

The masked thresholds for the NH, the OD, and the HI
listeners are shown in Fig. 3, with SNRs given relative to the
masker spectrum level. For all listeners, the thresholds were
lower in the dichotic NuS0 and N0S� conditions than in the
corresponding diotic N0S0 conditions. These MLDs reflected
a release from masking in the dichotic configurations and
will be discussed further below. An ANOVA revealed that the
masked thresholds were significantly higher for the HI than
for the NH listeners �F�1,14�=14.7, p=0.002�. Further-
more, the masked thresholds differed significantly between
the different binaural conditions �F�2,59�=536.9,
p�0.0001� and also the interaction between listener group
and masking condition was significant �F�2,59�=4.2,
p=0.02�. While there was no significant difference between
the NH and HI listeners for the diotic N0S0 condition �group
difference: 1.1 �CI –0.3, 2.4� dB�, thresholds for the dichotic
conditions differed significantly �NuS0 group difference:
2.3 �CI 1.0, 3.6� dB; N0S� group difference: 2.3 �CI 0.8,

FIG. 3. Binaural masked thresholds,
i.e., tone level re masker spectrum
level at detection threshold, for the
NH listeners �circles�, the two listeners
with OD �bold numbers�, and the HI
listeners �plain numbers�, obtained in
three different masking conditions
�N0S0, NuS0, and N0S�� and at two dif-
ferent tone levels �65 and 35 dB SPL�.
Note the different offset of the ordi-
nate for the N0S� condition. Otherwise
as Fig. 1.
3.9� dB�. Furthermore, within the group of HI listeners, a
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significant correlation between the NuS0 and N0S� thresholds
was observed �r=0.87, p=0.001�. Together, this suggests a
deficit with TFS processing at threshold, which impaired
NuS0 and N0S� detections in similar ways.

Significantly larger SNRs were required for the detec-
tion of the 65-dB tones than for the 35-dB tones �effect of
level on SNR: 1.9 �CI 1.5, 2.4� dB�. This is consistent with
the notion of decreasing sharpness of the auditory filters with
increasing tone level, if detector efficiency is assumed to be
invariant �as found by Rosen et al., 1998�. However, as can
also be seen in Fig. 3 �mean results�, the effect of tone level
did not differ significantly across masking condition or lis-
tener group. The latter is in agreement with Baker and Rosen
�2002�, who found a differential effect of tone level on the
ERBs of their NH and HI listeners only for levels above
70 dB SPL.

The following MLDs were observed for the NH listen-
ers: N0S0−NuS0 3.0 �SD 0.7� dB and N0S0−N0S� 10.7
�SD 1.3� dB. Since tone level had no significant effect, here,
the N0S0−NuS0 MLD was averaged across the two tone
levels. The HI listeners showed significantly smaller
N0S0−NuS0 MLDs than the NH listeners �reduced by 1.3
�CI 0.1, 2.4� dB�. However, no significant difference was
found for the N0S0−N0S� MLD �reduced by 1.1 �CI –0.2,
2.5� dB�. Hence, the deficits in terms of the MLDs were less
significant than the deficits in terms of the masked thresh-
olds. This was due to the fact that the HI listeners exhibited
not only significantly increased dichotic thresholds, but also
slightly increased diotic thresholds, as previously reported by
Staffel et al. �1990� and Gabriel et al. �1992�.

Figure 3 also shows the masked threshold results for the
two OD listeners. While subject OD2 performed clearly more
poorly than the NH listeners, subject OD1 showed perfor-
mance at the “lower edge” of that for the NH group. How-
ever, this applied to both the diotic and the dichotic masking
conditions, as reported previously by Saunders and Haggard
�1992�. Therefore, in terms of their MLDs, no deficits were
found for the OD listeners.

VI. LATERALIZATION

A. Method

Lateralization thresholds were measured for 750-Hz
tones of 500-ms duration, at fixed levels of 70 and 35 dB
SPL. The tones were gated synchronously and were lateral-
ized by introducing a carrier-phase delay to one of the ears,
giving rise to an IPD. For NH listeners, interaural carrier
delays have been shown to dominate interaural gating delays
for frequencies below about 1.5 kHz �see Zurek, 1993�. To
further weaken potential gating cues to lateralization, long
onset/offset ramps of 200 ms each were used. Pilot measure-
ments confirmed that the lateralization was solely based on
TFS cues, since no significant difference was found between
the lateralization thresholds for tones with a waveform delay
and tones with a carrier delay only. At each tone level,
in addition to the lateralization threshold in quiet, three
conditions with different bandlimited noise interferers
�50–1500 Hz� were measured: diotic noise at a low

�dioticLo� and a high sound level �dioticHi�, and dichotic
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noise at an intermediate level �dichotic�. The noise level in
each condition was chosen relative to the individual’s
masked threshold �N0S0 or NuS0� to make sure that lateral-
ization performance was not limited by tone detection and to
reduce effects of frequency selectivity. The actual noise lev-
els were as follows: dioticHi: 10 dB below masked thresh-
old, for both tone levels; dioticLo: 40 dB below masked
threshold for the 70-dB tones and 25 dB below masked
threshold for the 35-dB tones; and dichotic: 20 dB below
masked threshold for the 70-dB tones and 15 dB below
masked threshold for the 35-dB tones.

A two-interval, two-alternative, forced-choice �2I-
2AFC� weighted up-down method was used to track 75%
correct lateralization. The first interval always contained the
zero IPD reference tone while the second interval contained
the tone, which was randomly lateralized to the left or right
side. Listeners were instructed to indicate the direction of
motion. The IPD was tracked logarithmically and the maxi-
mum IPD was restricted to 90°, since the extent of lateral-
ization starts to decline for values above 90° �Kunov and
Abel, 1981�. The background interferer was presented con-
tinuously during the whole run. A run was terminated after
14 reversals and the threshold was defined as the geometric
mean of all IPD values following the fourth reversal. Listen-
ers were trained in at least two sessions and performed more
than 1200 lateralization judgments �constant stimuli� prior to
actual data collection. IPD threshold was estimated as the
geometric mean over three runs. If the SD over these runs,
relative to the mean IPD threshold, exceeded a factor of 0.2
�which corresponds to a constant criterion in logarithmic
units�, additional runs were taken and the average of all was
used. The final relative standard error of the IPD threshold
estimate, averaged across all listeners and conditions, was
0.13.

B. Results and discussion

The analysis of the lateralization results was performed
on the log-transformed IPDs, as these satisfied the require-
ments of normal error distributions. This is in line with pre-
vious reports in literature on lateralization �e.g., Saberi,
1995; Lacher-Fougère and Demany, 2005�. Figure 4 shows
the IPD thresholds for the NH, OD, and HI listeners. The HI
subjects HI7 and HI10 �not shown� performed much more
poorly on lateralization than the remaining HI listeners.
Therefore, their IPD thresholds were not included in the
group averages and will be discussed separately further be-
low. However, the conclusions presented in the following
would remain unchanged if they were taken into account.
Two trends can be seen in Fig. 4. First, lateralization perfor-
mance was better at the higher tone level than at the lower
level. Second, the HI listeners showed generally higher IPD
thresholds than the NH listeners.

An ANOVA confirmed both the significant difference
between NH and HI listeners �F�1,12�=8.7, p=0.01�, and
the effect of tone level �F�1,94�=71.5, p�0.0001�. The ef-
fect of interferer condition was also significant �F�3,94�
=27.8, p�0.0001�, while interactions did not reach signifi-

cance. The dichotic noise conditions led to the highest IPD
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thresholds, although the noise levels were actually lower
than in the dioticHi conditions. This may, at least partly, be
attributed to the fact that the dichotic noise gave rise to a
diffuse, broad percept, while the diotic noise was lateralized
in the midline. Hence, the latter provided an additional on-
going reference cue since the noise was switched on continu-
ously during a run.

Comparing performance in the dioticLo and dioticHi
conditions, the HI listeners seemed to cope as well as the NH
listeners with the increase in noise level. Generally, noise did
not have a greater effect on lateralization performance for the
HI listeners than for the NH listeners, irrespective of tone
and noise levels �as reflected in a lack of interaction between
listener group and condition�. Apart from higher thresholds
for the HI listeners, the two groups of listeners showed a
very similar pattern of results across conditions, with one
exception, the quiet condition at the high tone level �leftmost
panel in Fig. 4�. Here, the lateralization thresholds for the HI
listeners were a factor of 1.7 higher than for the NH listeners,
while in the other conditions thresholds were, on average, a
factor of 1.4 higher. For the dichotic condition at the same
tone level �factor of 1.3�, one might have expected a larger
deficit than in the quiet condition: While in both conditions
an ongoing reference cue was absent, a smaller fraction of
nerve impulses would have been expected to be phase locked
to the tone in the presence of the noise interferer, thus pos-
sibly producing more difficulties for the impaired auditory
system. This was, however, not the case. Also, the HI listen-
ers’ deficit in quiet was actually smaller at the lower tone
level �factor of 1.4� than at the higher level.

Hawkins and Wightman �1980� and Smoski and Trahi-
otis �1986� reported different effects of stimulus level on
lateralization performance. For HI listeners with similar au-
diograms as in the present study, they measured lateralization
thresholds in quiet at a low and a high stimulus level, in

FIG. 4. Lateralization thresholds for the NH listeners �circles�, the two listen
tone levels �70 and 35 dB SPL� and for different interferer conditions �see
regions of normal hearing. For narrowband noise stimuli, the
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HI listeners MM and MD in Hawkins and Wightman, �1980�
showed a smaller lateralization deficit at the higher stimulus
level than at the lower level. In contrast to this, and consis-
tent with the present results, Smoski and Trahiotis �1986�
observed a larger deficit in lateralization at the higher level
using pure tones. In the same study, this trend was less clear
when using narrowband noise stimuli. Hence, the discrep-
ancy between the studies may be at least partly attributable
to the differences in the stimuli.

Smoski and Trahiotis �1986� suggested that the lateral-
ization judgment at high levels could be based on the exci-
tation of a large portion of the basilar membrane rather than
only on local excitation, and that a hearing loss might affect
the integration of the non-local information. This interpreta-
tion is consistent with the present results for lateralization in
quiet and in noise. At the tone level of 70 dB SPL, one would
expect a substantial spread of excitation, particularly toward
places that correspond to higher characteristic frequencies.
The NH listeners might have integrated the additional infor-
mation present at these high-frequency places, whereas the
HI listeners might not have been able to benefit from this
information, as it fell in the sloping region of their hearing
loss. Indeed, if actually included, information from defective
neural units �as, e.g., desynchronized information across fre-
quencies� might have had a detrimental effect on lateraliza-
tion acuity. The role of spread of excitation is reduced at the
lower tone level of 35 dB, but also at the higher level of
70 dB in the presence of background noise, as the latter
partly masks non-local excitation. This would explain why
the deficit observed for the HI listeners �relative to NH� was
largest at the high tone level in quiet.

As mentioned above, the HI subjects HI7 and HI10 per-
formed more poorly on lateralization than the remaining HI
listeners. Subject HI7 showed markedly increased lateraliza-
tion thresholds, independent of interferer condition and tone

ith OD �bold numbers�, and the HI listeners �plain numbers�, at two different
Otherwise as Fig. 1.
ers w
text�.
level. His IPD thresholds ranged from 21° to 27° at the high
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tone level, and from 32° to 40° at the low tone level, without
showing a particular susceptibility to noise interference. For
subject HI10, lateralization thresholds could not be deter-
mined. Even after a considerable amount of training, her per-
formance remained at chance level �even at the maximum
IPD of 90°�.2

The two OD listeners showed markedly higher lateral-
ization thresholds than the NH listeners, for all interferer
conditions and at both tone levels �see Fig. 4�. On average,
the IPD thresholds for subjects OD1 and OD2 were increased
relative to those for the NH listeners, by factors of 2.6 and
2.2, respectively. Both showed the most pronounced prob-
lems with lateralization in the presence of the dioticHi and
dichotic noise interferers. In fact, in these conditions, they
performed even more poorly than most of the HI listeners.

VII. FREQUENCY MODULATION DETECTION

A. Method

FMDTs were measured monaurally for carrier frequen-
cies of 125, 750, and 1500 Hz. Prior to gating, the stimulus
was a frequency-modulated sinusoid defined by

s�t� = a sin�2�fct +
	f

fm
sin�2�fmt + 
�� , �1�

where fc represents the carrier frequency, 	f represents the
maximum frequency excursion, and fm represents the FM
rate. The FM phase 
 was always 1.5�. The phase-locking-
based temporal mechanism for FM detection has been found
to be operative only at FM rates below 10 Hz, whereas at
higher rates, FM detection is thought to be based primarily
on a FM-to-AM conversion mechanism �e.g., Moore and
Sek, 1996; Lacher-Fougère and Demany, 1998�. Here, both
mechanisms were tested, by using FM rates of 2 and 16 Hz.
The tone levels were 30 dB sensation level �SL; individual
hearing thresholds were determined by means of 3I-3AFC
detection measurements� and 70 dB SPL. The impact
of noise interference was tested by measuring the FMDT
for 2-Hz FM tones at 750 Hz in a bandlimited noise
�50–1500 Hz�, at a level 10 dB below the individual masked
threshold. At 1500 Hz, all measurements were undertaken in
the presence of a low-level noise background �50–3000 Hz,
with a spectrum level of 55 dB below the tone level�, in
order to mask low-frequency cues due to spread of excita-
tion.

Finally, in order to assess the phase-locking-based
mechanism further, similar to the paradigm used by Moore
and Sek �1996�, FMDTs for 2-Hz FM tones with a superim-
posed AM were measured at the carrier frequencies of 750
and 1500 Hz. In view of the findings of Grant �1987�, who
observed a significantly larger deficit in FM detection in HI
listeners if the FM tones were randomly rather than sinusoi-
dally amplitude modulated, here, a quasi-sinusoidal AM was
used: While the modulation depth was fixed at a peak-to-
valley ratio of 6 dB, the instantaneous modulation rate either
increased or decreased as a linear function of time. Accord-
ing to Moore and Sek �1996�, the peak-to-valley ratio of 6
dB should be large enough to disrupt FM-to-AM conversion

cues, but still small enough not to induce substantial level-
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related pitch shifts. Hence, for the conditions with added
AM, the amplitude a in Eq. �1� was time dependent,

a�t� � 1 + m sin�2�Fa�t� + �� . �2�

Here, m represents the AM depth and Fa�t� is the integral of
the instantaneous modulation rate

Fa�t� = �
0

t

d	 f1 +
f2 − f1

T

 , �3�

with T representing the tone duration. The initial and final
modulation rates f1 and f2 were each chosen randomly out
of the interval between 1 and 3 Hz, under the constraint
�f2− f1��1 Hz. Also the AM phase � was randomized. In-
dependent of condition, the FM tones had a duration of
750 ms and were gated with 50-ms raised-cosine ramps.

A 3I-3AFC weighted up-down method was used to track
75% correct FM detection. In the conditions without AM,
two of the intervals contained unmodulated tones, whereas
the target interval contained the FM tone. In the conditions
with added AM, all three intervals were independently am-
plitude modulated and the listeners were instructed to detect
the interval containing the FM by listening for its character-
istic high-low-high warble. The maximum frequency excur-
sion 	f was tracked logarithmically. A run was terminated
after 12 reversals and the threshold was defined as the geo-
metric mean of all 	f values following the fourth reversal.
Prior to data collection, a training session was given in which
the listeners were trained on all conditions. Initially, both
ears were tested on 2-Hz FM detection at 750 Hz in quiet and
subsequently the worse ear was chosen for further testing.
This was done in order to obtain the largest possible range of
FMDTs among the HI listeners, particularly in view of the
subsequent comparison with the results of the other tests
such as frequency selectivity. Furthermore, it seemed reason-
able to assume that the worse ear was limiting the binaural
TFS-processing performance, particularly in the lateraliza-
tion task. The FMDT was estimated as the geometric mean
over three runs. If the SD over these runs, relative to the
mean FMDT, exceeded a factor of 0.15, additional runs were
taken and the average of all was used. The final relative
standard error of the FMDT estimate, averaged across all
listeners and conditions, was 0.08.

B. Results and discussion

The analysis of the FM detection results was performed
on the log-transformed FMDTs, as these satisfied the require-
ments of normal error distributions. This is in agreement
with previous reports in literature on FM detection �e.g.,
Zurek and Formby, 1981; Buss et al., 2004�. For all listeners,
FM detection performance did not differ significantly be-
tween the tone levels of 30 dB SL and 70 dB SPL �two-tailed
t-test: p=0.79�. Therefore, only the 30-dB results are consid-
ered in the following. Figure 5 shows the FMDTs for the
NH, OD, and HI listeners. As can be seen, for all groups, the
FMDTs increased with increasing carrier frequency, consis-

tent with previous studies �e.g., Demany and Semal, 1989�.
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The HI listeners performed generally more poorly than the
NH listeners. On average, their FMDTs were a factor of 1.5
higher than for the NH listeners.

An ANOVA confirmed the statistical significance of the
group difference �F�1,14�=16.9, p=0.001� as well as the
effect of tone frequency �F�1,89�=56.7, p�0.0001�. No
significant interaction between listener group and tone fre-
quency was observed �p=0.19�. While the log-transformed
FMDTs increased linearly as a function of frequency, the
Weber fractions 	f / fc decreased from 125 to 750 Hz by a
factor of 4 and then remained constant up to 1500 Hz. Zurek
and Formby �1981� measured FMDTs in HI listeners and
found larger deficits for low-frequency tones than for high-
frequency tones, given the same degree of hearing loss
��30 dB HL� at the test frequency. However, the FM de-
tection deficits at 125 Hz observed in the present study were
substantially smaller than the ones reported in that study.
This might be due to the fact that the HI listeners of Zurek
and Formby �1981� showed slightly higher audiometric
thresholds at 125 Hz and generally more severe losses below
1000 Hz than the HI listeners of the present study.

FMDTs differed significantly across measurement con-
ditions �2-Hz FM in quiet �“plain”�, added AM, noise inter-
ference, and higher FM rate; F�3,89�=24.1, p�0.0001�.
The interaction between listener group and measurement
condition reached only marginal significance �F�3,89�
=2.5, p=0.07�. However, for the following multiple com-
parison analysis, the interaction term was kept in the mixed-
effects model.

As revealed by the multiple comparisons, the group dif-
ferences between NH and HI listeners were significant for
the 2-Hz FM in quiet and the condition with added AM
�group difference in terms of log10�FMDTs� for 2-Hz FM:
0.23 �CI 0.09, 0.37�; group difference with added AM:
0.20 �CI 0.04, 0.35��. For all listeners, the FMDTs with

FIG. 5. FMDTs for the NH listeners �circles�, the two listeners with OD �
frequencies �125, 750, and 1500 Hz� and for different measurement condit
30 dB SL. Otherwise as Fig. 1.
added AM were increased relative to those for the condition
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with FM only. However, as this increase was similar for the
NH and HI listeners, it seems that both groups relied to a
comparable extent on FM-to-AM conversion cues, when AM
was absent. No significant group difference was found in the
condition with the higher FM rate of 16 Hz �group differ-
ence: 0.09 �CI �0.08, 0.26��. Thus, regarding the different
FM rates �2 Hz vs 16 Hz�, the HI listeners showed a signifi-
cant deficit on FM detection at the low rate but not at the
high rate, where the FM-to-AM conversion is supposed to be
the dominant detection mechanism. This can be seen in
Fig. 5 �second and fifth panels�: While the HI listeners’ per-
formance was better for the higher FM rate, the NH listeners’
performance was worse. Taken together, this suggests that
the observed deficits in the detection of 2-Hz FM were in-
deed due to problems with phase-locking-based TFS pro-
cessing.

In the presence of the noise interferer, all listeners per-
formed worse than in quiet. However, the HI listeners did not
perform significantly more poorly than the NH listeners in
this condition �group difference: 0.11 �CI �0.06, 0.29��.
Hence, the HI listeners did not show an increased suscepti-
bility to noise interference. This is in agreement with the
results of Turner �1987�, who measured pure-tone frequency
difference limens in the presence of low-frequency masking
noise for four NH and four HI listeners and found a similar
effect of the noise upon performance for the two groups of
listeners. Also, Horst �1987� measured frequency discrimina-
tion in noise. However, the question of a different impact of
noise on the performance of the NH and HI listeners could
not be addressed, since he did not measure the frequency
difference limen for a given noise level but determined the
noise level at which a given fixed frequency difference could
just be perceived.

Figure 5 also shows the FMDTs for the two OD listen-
ers. Their FMDTs did not differ substantially from those for

numbers�, and the HI listeners �plain numbers�, for three different carrier
see text; “plain” refers to 2-Hz FM in quiet�. All results were obtained at
bold
ions �
the NH listeners. Subject OD2 performed at the lower edge
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of the NH listeners except for the 125-Hz carrier, where her
performance was good. For subject OD1, a deficit was ob-
served for the 750-Hz carrier with interfering noise. Other-
wise her performance was essentially normal.

VIII. COMPARISON OF RESULTS ACROSS TESTS

A. Hearing-impaired listeners

Pearson correlations and two-tailed p values were exam-
ined to study the relations between the results of the different
auditory tests within the group of HI listeners. The findings
are schematized in Fig. 6.

1. Correlations with absolute hearing thresholds

Frequency selectivity in terms of the ERB at 750 Hz was
significantly correlated with the individual hearing threshold
at this frequency �r=0.77, p=0.009�. Here, the hearing
threshold was estimated by means of a 3I-3AFC method with
a 1-dB stepsize. When the standard audiometric threshold
�with a 5-dB stepsize� was considered instead, the correlation
was smaller �r=0.53�, but increased when thresholds were
averaged in terms of the pure-tone average �PTA� threshold
at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz �r=0.8�. The finding of a correlation
between frequency selectivity and hearing threshold is con-
sistent with previous reports in literature �e.g., Tyler et al.,
1983; Moore, 1996�, although less distinct correlations have
been observed for hearing losses below 30 dB HL �see Baker
and Rosen, 2002�.

No significant correlations were observed between indi-
vidual hearing thresholds and performance in the three tests
of TFS processing �binaural masked detection, lateralization,
and FM detection�. Tones with equal sound pressure levels
were used for all listeners in the masked detection and later-
alization tasks. Hence, the deficits in performance that were

FIG. 6. Relations between the results for the different auditory tests within
the group of HI listeners: pure-tone hearing thresholds �audibility�, fre-
quency selectivity �ERB�, monaural frequency modulation detection �FM�,
binaural masked detection �BMD�, tone lateralization �IPD�, and speech
reception �SRT�. Solid lines indicate significant correlations whereas dotted
lines indicate correlations that were not significant. The direction of the
arrows is solely based on the assumed sequence of processing in the audi-
tory pathway. Therefore, arrowheads were omitted where the order is uncer-
tain or where the processing might take place in parallel rather than in
sequence.
observed at the low tone level of 35 dB SPL could have been
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due to the slightly differing sensation levels �ranging from 32
to 38 dB SL for the NH group and from 23 to 34 dB SL for
the HI group�. However, the absence of correlations between
hearing thresholds, and thereby sensation levels, and masked
detection/lateralization performance makes this unlikely.
With regard to FM detection, subject HI9, who showed mark-
edly worse performance at 1.5 kHz, also had the highest
hearing thresholds at this frequency. Nevertheless, the corre-
lation between the hearing thresholds and FMDTs at 1.5 kHz
was not significant when considering all HI listeners
�r=0.39, p=0.27�. Finally, the hearing thresholds were not
significantly correlated with the results for speech reception,
regardless of whether the hearing thresholds at single fre-
quencies or averages across frequencies were considered.

The absence of correlations with the hearing thresholds
can, to some extent, be attributed to the homogeneity of the
HI group in terms of their audiograms. Also, given the lim-
ited number of listeners, only rather strong correlations
would be expected to be significant. Hence, here and in the
following, the absence of a significant correlation does not
necessarily imply the absence of a relationship.

2. Correlations between the various tests of TFS
processing and frequency selectivity

The deficits observed for the HI listeners with binaural
masked detection, lateralization, and FM detection provide
strong evidence for deficits with phase-locking-based TFS
processing. However, no significant correlations were ob-
served between frequency selectivity and these tests of TFS
processing.3 This can be illustrated by means of individual
results among the HI listeners: Subject HI1 showed poor fre-
quency selectivity but good TFS-processing skills, whereas
subject HI7 performed well on the former but poorly on the
latter. Subject HI10 showed poor performance in both do-
mains. Hence, it seems that the deficits found in TFS pro-
cessing cannot be attributed solely to a deficit in frequency
selectivity, but must be, at least partly, due to another impair-
ment factor. This is further supported by the finding of TFS-
processing deficits in quiet, which cannot be explained in
terms of frequency selectivity.

Significant correlations were found among the tests of
TFS processing. When correlations between the tests were
observed for multiple test conditions, such as for the differ-
ent interferer conditions in the lateralization task, an overall
correlation is given in the following, instead of reporting the
correlations for each individual condition. The overall corre-
lation is based on the listeners’ average performance on that
test. This average performance was measured in terms of the
estimated random effect, which summarizes individual per-
formance across multiple conditions. Here, it represents the
performance deviation of an individual HI listener from the
HI group mean. Since the random effect accounts for mul-
tiple measurement conditions simultaneously, the corre-
sponding correlation results are more robust and more con-
servative in terms of significance. Using this statistic, a
significant correlation was observed between lateralization
performance and the binaural masked thresholds in the N0S�

condition �r=0.80, p=0.01�, as has been observed previ-

ously �Hall et al., 1984; Kinkel et al., 1988; Koehnke et al.,
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1995�. While the correlation between lateralization perfor-
mance and the NuS0 thresholds was rather marginal
�p�0.08�, no such correlation was observed for the N0S0

thresholds �p�0.2�.4 The above correlation between lateral-
ization performance and N0S� detection thresholds remained
significant when controlling for individual hearing thresholds
by means of partial correlation �r=0.83, p=0.01�.

Performance on monaural FM detection and binaural
masked detection was not correlated significantly.5 However,
the monaural FMDTs at 750 Hz were significantly correlated
with lateralization performance �r=0.79, p=0.01�. Consid-
ering the different FM conditions separately, the correlations
were strongest for the conditions with noise interference and
with added AM. The correlation remained significant when
controlling for individual hearing thresholds by means of
partial correlation �r=0.79, p=0.02�. The fact that binaural
and monaural �suprathreshold� TFS processing were corre-
lated for the HI listeners suggests that the binaural deficit
might be mainly attributable to a monaural impairment fac-
tor.

3. Correlations with speech reception

As depicted in Fig. 7, two of the full-spectrum speech
conditions, LATSSN and TWOTALK, showed significant
correlations with the measures of TFS processing while no
significant correlations were observed for the other speech
conditions, including filtered speech.6 Performance in the di-
chotic masked detection tasks �conditions N0S� and NuS0, in
terms of the estimated random effects� was correlated with
the SRTs in the LATSSN condition �r=0.85, p=0.002�; see
Fig. 7�a�. The correlation was also significant when the
masking release instead of the SRT was considered
�r=0.80, p=0.005�. For the sake of brevity in the following,
a correlation with the masking release will only be given if it
was stronger than the correlation with the corresponding SRT
itself. The SRTs in the LATSSN condition were also signifi-
cantly correlated with lateralization performance, but only
for the dioticHi condition at the high tone level
�r=0.80, p=0.02�; see Fig. 7�b�.7 The pattern of correla-
tions between the LATSSN SRTs and the masked thresholds
as well as the lateralization thresholds remained unchanged
when partialing out the individual hearing thresholds
�masked detection: r=0.82, p=0.007; lateralization:
r=0.76, p�0.05�. For the TWOTALK condition, signifi-
cant correlations were found with both the dichotic masked
thresholds �N0S� and NuS0� and the lateralization thresholds
in the dioticHi condition �masked detection: r=0.68,
p=0.03; lateralization: r=0.84, p=0.009�, as can be seen in
Figs. 7�c� and 7�d�, respectively. While the correlation with
the masked thresholds was marginal when controlling for the
individual hearing thresholds, the correlation with the later-
alization thresholds remained significant �masked detection:
r=0.60, p=0.09; lateralization: r=0.81, p=0.03�.

No significant correlations between performance on
speech reception and FMDTs at 125 and 750 Hz were found.
However, at 1.5 kHz, the FMDTs with added AM were sig-
nificantly correlated with the SRT in the TWOTALK condi-
tion �r=0.75, p=0.013�. Here, the correlation was stronger

for the corresponding masking release �r=−0.77,
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p=0.009�, as depicted in Fig. 7�e�. When controlling for the
individual hearing thresholds at 1.5 kHz, the correlation with
the SRT was marginal, while the correlation with the mask-
ing release remained significant �SRT: r=0.61, p=0.08;
masking release: r=−0.67, p�0.05�. Generally, the ob-
served correlations were only slightly affected when the ef-
fect of absolute hearing thresholds was partialed out. To
some degree, this can be attributed to the homogeneity of the
HI group in terms of their hearing thresholds.

The finding of a correlation between the SRTs for the
dichotic LATSSN masker and binaural low-frequency TFS
processing seems reasonable in view of the results reported
by Schubert and Schultz �1962� and Levitt and Rabiner
�1967�. They found that the release from masking for di-
chotic speech in noise �N0S0.5ms or N0S�� was primarily de-
termined by interaural time or phase disparity at low fre-
quencies. Besides, in the present study, binaural masked
detection and dichotic speech reception depended in the
same way on binaural integration: While they could be ac-
complished monaurally, use of the binaural information

FIG. 7. Correlations between performance on speech reception and TFS
processing within the group of HI listeners. The dotted regression lines were
obtained by means of least trimmed squares robust regression. �a� Correla-
tion between the LATSSN SRTs and performance for dichotic masked de-
tection �NuS0 and N0S� conditions�. The latter is given in terms of the stan-
dardized random effects, which measure the individual deviations from the
HI group mean. Better/worse than average performance, i.e., a smaller/larger
threshold SNR, results in a negative/positive random effect. The interval
from �1 to 1 covers 68% of the HI “population.” �b� Correlation between
the LATSSN SRTs and the IPD thresholds in the dioticHi condition for the
70-dB tones. ��c� and �d�� Same as �a� and �b� but for TWOTALK SRTs.
�e� Correlation between the TWOTALK masking release �re SSN� and the
FMDTs for 1.5-kHz tones with added AM.
would give rise to better performance. While the LATSSN
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condition assessed the ability to take advantage of an inter-
aural timing mismatch between target speech and noise in-
terferer, performance in the TWOTALK background de-
pended particularly on the ability to separate the target talker
and the two interfering talkers. Hence, the correlations found
between the SRTs for TWOTALK background and the mea-
sures of TFS processing support the hypothesis of Zeng et al.
�2005� that TFS cues might be utilized in talker separation in
order to improve performance in listening situations with
competing talkers. In this respect, the correlation between
speech reception in the TWOTALK background �in terms of
SRT and masking release� and FM detection performance at
1.5 kHz, observed here, may indicate a potential contribution
of the second formant region �cf. Peterson and Barney, 1952�
to talker identification and separation.

TFS processing was not correlated with SRTs �or mask-
ing releases� in the fluctuating backgrounds, SAM and RAM,
neither for full-spectrum nor filtered speech. Hence, in con-
trast to Lorenzi et al., �2006�, no evidence was found for a
relation between TFS processing and dip listening. This dis-
crepancy might have been due to the fact that the HI listeners
in Lorenzi et al., �2006� had “flat” moderate hearing losses
��50 dB HL�, whereas the HI listeners in the present study
had “normal” hearing thresholds up to 1 kHz. Furthermore,
Lorenzi et al. �2006� tested TFS processing with processed
speech stimuli, which exhibited more complex TFS patterns
than the tone stimuli used in the present study �with the
exception of the uncorrelated noise maskers in the NuS0

masked detection task�.
A correlation between frequency selectivity and speech

reception, as previously reported in literature �e.g., Dreschler
and Plomp, 1985; Horst, 1987�, was not observed here. How-
ever, these studies often included estimates of frequency se-
lectivity at frequencies above 1000 Hz, while, in the present
study, frequency selectivity was estimated only at 750 Hz.
This may explain the absence of a correlation in the case of
the full-spectrum speech, but not for the lowpass-filtered
speech. Another possible explanation, which might also ac-
count for the results with filtered speech, is that several im-
pairment factors contributed to the observed speech recep-
tion deficits in complementary ways. Indeed, when the low-
frequency slopes of the estimated filters and the monaural
FMDTs at 1.5 kHz �with added AM� were considered as joint
predictors in a multiple regression analysis, their combined
effect on the monaural SRTs in the SSN and SAM conditions
was significant �combined effect of filter slope and FMDT
for SSN: F�2,7�=9.6, p=0.01; for SAM: F�2,7�=8.5,
p=0.01�. The combined effect was less significant when the
ERB instead of the filter slope was considered �for SSN:
p=0.04; for SAM: p=0.05�. However, regression results that
rely on such conjunctions of variables, rather than on strong
primary correlations, should be viewed with caution, particu-
larly in view of the small number of subjects.

4. Possible relations to aging

One concern is that the NH listeners in the present study
were, on average, younger than the HI listeners �median age
28 and 63 years, respectively�. This raises the question of

possible age effects, as previous studies have suggested a
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relation between aging and deficits in TFS processing as well
as speech reception �e.g., Pichora-Fuller and Schneider,
1992; Strouse et al., 1998; Schneider et al., 2002; Ross et al.,
2007�. Indeed, subject HI1, who was the youngest of the HI
listeners, performed better than the other HI listeners on the
three tests of TFS processing, particularly lateralization and
FM detection. However, apart from her age, HI1 also differed
in terms of etiology, as her hearing loss was due to hypoxia
at birth. For the remaining HI listeners �53–74 years�, di-
chotic masked detection was significantly correlated with
age, while results for the other TFS tests were not �dichotic
masked detection: r=0.81, p=0.01; lateralization:
r=0.36, p=0.37; FM detection: r=0.13, p=0.75�. Hence,
it cannot be excluded that part of the TFS deficits observed
for the HI listeners could be related to aging. Ross et al.
�2007� recorded cortical auditory-evoked responses to tones
with dynamic changes in IPD. They found that the highest
carrier frequency, at which responses to changes in IPD
could be detected, declined with age. This indicates that ag-
ing might induce or potentiate a degradation in the process-
ing of TFS at a peripheral or central auditory level, which is
not reflected in the pure-tone hearing thresholds.

B. Listeners with obscure dysfunction

The two OD listeners showed deficits in frequency se-
lectivity and binaural masked detection, which were compa-
rable to those of the HI listeners. In the lateralization task
they performed even more poorly than most of the HI listen-
ers, showing substantial deficits, particularly with lateraliza-
tion in background noise. However, in contrast to the HI
listeners, who showed similar deficits on binaural lateraliza-
tion and monaural FM detection, the OD listeners did not
show as clear deficits in the FM detection task as in the
lateralization task. Since FM detection was assessed monau-
rally, one might conjecture that it was the non-tested ear that
was actually limiting the lateralization performance. How-
ever, this can be excluded, as both ears were screened ini-
tially on FM detection and the worse ear was chosen for
further testing. A possible reason for the poor binaural TFS
performance of the OD listeners could be the large band-
width differences between their ears. Colburn and Häusler
�1980� suggested that the output of differing filters, given a
diotic wideband input signal, would be partly uncorrelated at
the two ears, resulting in lateralization blur. However, this
explanation does not account for the observed poor perfor-
mance in quiet and in dichotic �uncorrelated� noise. Hence, it
seems that the TFS processing was affected at the stage of
binaural integration rather than at a preceding monaural
stage. Alternatively, even if the binaural TFS information
was accurately integrated, it might not have been accessible
at following stages of auditory processing.

The OD listeners showed rather small deficits in the re-
ception of full-spectrum speech, but clear deficits in the re-
ception of lowpass-filtered speech. These deficits might, at
least partly, be attributable to the deficits in frequency selec-
tivity and binaural TFS processing, which were observed to a
similar extent for both OD listeners. However, additional

personality-related factors, such as an individual’s underesti-
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mation of their own hearing ability �lack of “auditory confi-
dence”�, may be involved in the phenomenon of obscure
�auditory� dysfunction. Considering the heterogeneity of the
clinical group of OD patients �e.g., Saunders and Haggard,
1989; Zhao and Stephens, 2000� and the fact that the diag-
nosis of OD is solely based on a self-rated disability, the
necessity for such factors is almost self-evident.

IX. POSSIBLE UNDERLYING IMPAIRMENT
MECHANISMS

Figure 6 illustrates that TFS processing was related nei-
ther to audibility nor to frequency selectivity, although defi-
cits were found in all of the tests. One may speculate about
possible impairment sites and mechanisms underlying these
deficits. Damage to or loss of OHCs has been shown to result
in a loss of sensitivity and frequency selectivity �e.g., Evans
and Harrison, 1976; Liberman and Dodds, 1984�, while dam-
age to or loss of inner hair cells �IHCs� does not seem to
have any substantial effect on sensitivity or tuning of the
remaining intact IHCs �e.g., Wang et al., 1997�. Hence, OHC
damage might have been responsible for the deficits in fre-
quency selectivity and their relation to absolute threshold
observed here �cf. Moore et al., 1999�.

Several factors might have contributed to the deficits in
TFS processing. A loss of OHCs could have resulted in a
reduced precision of phase locking �Woolf et al., 1981�.
However, this is controversial, as other studies did not find
evidence for such phase-locking anomalies �e.g., Miller et
al., 1997�. Apart from this, Woolf et al. �1981� found the
reduced phase locking to be related to elevated absolute
thresholds, which was not observed for the TFS deficits in
the present study. Also, a loss of OHCs might have altered
the spatiotemporal response pattern of the basilar membrane.
This could have affected TFS processing if TFS information
was extracted by cross-correlation of the outputs of different
places along the basilar membrane �e.g., Deng and Geisler,
1987; Shamma, 2001; Carney et al., 2002�. Since the present
study assessed OHC integrity in terms of frequency selectiv-
ity only at a single frequency, this option cannot be ruled out
here.

Alternatively, through partial section of the auditory
nerve, it has been shown that a loss of auditory-nerve fibers
of up to 90% does not necessarily result in elevated pure-
tone thresholds �e.g., Schuknecht and Woellner, 1953�.
Hence, the observed TFS deficits in regions of normal hear-
ing might be attributable to damage to or loss of auditory-
nerve fibers or the innervated IHCs. A related possibility
concerns the �monaural� enhancement of phase-locking syn-
chrony to low-frequency tones that has been observed in the
cochlear nucleus �e.g., Joris et al., 1994� and might be re-
duced in impaired hearing. The alternative possibility, how-
ever, that a specific binaural processing stage, such as inter-
aural coincidence detection, was affected in the HI listeners
seems implausible given the clear correlation between the

monaural and binaural TFS deficits found in these listeners.
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X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In addition to deficits in speech reception, deficits in
frequency selectivity and in phase-locking-based TFS pro-
cessing were observed for HI listeners, despite testing in re-
gions of normal hearing. The observed TFS deficits were not
related to reduced frequency selectivity. Monaural and bin-
aural TFS deficits, however, were found to be related, sug-
gesting that the binaural deficits might have been attributable
to a monaural impairment factor. Background noise did not
have a larger effect on TFS processing for the HI listeners
than for the NH listeners: Although the acuity of TFS pro-
cessing was decreased for the HI listeners, it seemed to be as
robust to noise interference as for the NH listeners. SRTs in
a two-talker background and in lateralized noise, but not in
amplitude-modulated noise, were correlated with TFS-
processing performance, suggesting that TFS information
might be utilized in talker separation and spatial segregation.

The OD listeners showed deficits in frequency selectiv-
ity and in binaural, but not monaural, TFS processing. Com-
pared with the NH listeners, their SRTs were particularly
elevated for lowpass-filtered speech.

These findings on auditory deficits, as well as preserved
auditory abilities, may serve as constraints for future models
of the impaired auditory system. Furthermore, they may help
in defining an auditory profile for listeners with impaired
hearing.
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1In addition to the roex�p ,r� filter model, the more complex variants
roex�p ,w , t� and roex�p ,w , t , p�, as given in Oxenham and Shera �2003�,
were fitted to the threshold data. However, the gain in terms of goodness
of fit was negligible, with an average change in the rms error by a factor
of 0.96 and a maximum change by a factor of 0.7 in a single case. This is
in contrast to Oxenham and Shera �2003�, who found a considerably larger
reduction in the rms error. The discrepancy may be due to the use of a
short signal duration �10 ms� and low sensation levels �10 to 35 dB SL� in
their study. Since the results obtained here with the more complex filter
models were very similar to those obtained with the simple roex�p ,r�
model, the discussion was limited to the latter.

2While subject HI7 showed consistently poor performance on all TFS-
processing tests �poorest performance of all listeners on binaural masked
detection and FM detection�, subject HI10, who was not able to lateralize
at all, showed relatively poor performance on masked detection, but aver-
age performance in the FM detection task. Although it was ensured that
HI10 had understood the lateralization task, it cannot be excluded that her
problem was, at least partly, due to the nature of the 2I-2AFC task, rather
than a problem with lateralization per se.

3At first, it may seem surprising that the diotic masked thresholds �N0S0�

and frequency selectivity were not correlated. However, in addition to the
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filter bandwidth, the masked thresholds are determined by the detector
efficiency, i.e., the SNR at the output of the auditory filter required for
detection.

4The fact that no significant correlation was observed between the IPD
thresholds and the N0S0 or NuS0 masked thresholds is not surprising, as the
levels of the diotic and dichotic noise interferers in the lateralization task
had been chosen according to the individual N0S0 and NuS0 detection
thresholds, in order to make sure that lateralization performance was not
limited by tone detection.

5A reason for this could be that FM detection constituted a suprathreshold
measure of TFS processing, while masked detection assessed the latter at
threshold. Apart from this, since the tone detection could have been ac-
complished monaurally, it seems reasonable to assume that the binaural
detection performance was not solely determined by the “worse” ear,
which was tested on FM detection.

6In the filtered-speech conditions, listeners HI6 and HI9 performed mark-
edly more poorly than all other listeners �Fig. 1�. Subject HI9 showed the
largest deficits in speech reception among the HI listeners. However, his
poor performance on FM detection at 1.5 kHz, which might have been a
sign of substantial deficits in the processing of high-frequency informa-
tion, cannot account for the deficits in the reception of lowpass-filtered
speech. Similarly, subject HI6’s problems with lowpass-filtered speech
were not reflected in his performance on the auditory tests of frequency
selectivity or TFS processing. The reason for this remains unclear.

7Given that a dichotic noise interferer was used in the LATSSN speech
condition, it might seem counterintuitive that a correlation was found in
the case of the dioticHi lateralization condition but not the dichotic con-
dition. However, the dichotic noise interferer �as compared to a diotic one�
exerted rather opposite effects on speech reception and lateralization:
While it gave rise to a release from masking in the speech task, it repre-
sented an additional challenge in the lateralization task. Furthermore, the
level of the dioticHi noise in the lateralization task was comparable to the
level of the noise interferer in the speech task �if the level is considered
relative to the corresponding masked threshold for tone and speech,
respectively�.
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